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The Graphical User Interface for CRISTAL V1
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t: G. COURTOIS died on January 2003.

This paper deals with the new Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the CRISTAL VI
package devoted to criticality studies including bum up calculations. The aim of this GU is
to offer users a high level of user-friendliness and flexibility in the data description and the
results analysis of codes of the package. The three main components of the GUI (CIGALES,
EJM and OPOSSUM) are presented. The different functionalities of the tools are explained
through some applications.

1. Introduction

The new Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the
CRISTAL VI package') has been developed by
IRSN to offer users a high level of user-friendliness
and flexibility, to propose an easier data description
of codes and an automatic selection of nuclear data
and computation options.

The three main components of the GUI are
CIGALES, EJM and OPPOSSUM. The CIGALES
computation code is a data generator used to
provide data files for te APOLLO2 assembly code
(Pij or Sn calculations). The CIGALES V3 version
benefits of a lot of improvements like a new record
method (based on the use of a database) to save and
call-back data (for a media panel or a whole Fig Main panel of CIGALES (V3)
calculation), new dilution laws to calculate isotopes
concentrations of fissile media, options for multi- 1) Creation of data file for the APOLL02
cell data file preparation and the possibility to link computation code, which produces, with the
the CRISTAL VI package with depletion codes for probability collision method (Pij method),
bum up calculations. The EJM and OPPOSSUM homogenised and self-shielded macroscopic cross
tools are graphical tools belonging to the pre- and sections for the MORET4 computation code and
post-processing Toolbox of the MORET4 neutronic parameters of the fissile materials;
computation code, respectively a text editor to 2) Creation of data file for the APOLL02
display the geometry construction and a tool to computation code for calculation of the effective
display and to analyse the results of the Monte multiplication factor Keff (ID or 2D calculations)
Carlo simulation. with S method;

2. The CIGALES computation code 3) Creation of data file for the APOLL02
computation code for calculation of standard worth

2.1 Overview (ID calculation with users defined reflectors) with
The CIGALES2) computation code, available on Sn method.

Windows NT or 2000 environment, is devoted to 2.2 Improvements in the new version:
the automatic generation of data files for the
APOLL02 3) computation code. Input data are CIGALES V3
provided in an interactive way, using the tree 2.2.1 Records
structure of panels with predefined fields. In the previous version, users were able to

display recorded simple information about
Through the main window FiR 1, users have materials on panels. This information was stored on

access to the three functions provided by CIGALES text-files. In this new version, the use of a database
(the same in all versions): replaced the simple previous system.

Thus, in each panel, a list appears at side of the
material description, Fig 2.
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Fig 2 Material panel with data list Fig 3 Dilution law panel

This list allows calling back of information of a 2.2.3 Multi-cell calculation
selected material even if composed of several The main innovation of this new version of
media. Therefore, users can call back a cell CIGALES code is the implementation of the
calculation and change or add a moderating ratio multi-cell option. This option allows users to create
value for one fissile without rewriting anything else an APOLL02 data file for a multi-cell Pij
(density, list of elements for the media ... . This new calculation (based on the interface current method).
record method affords to users to do calculation
faster. The creation of a multi-cell data file consists of

Moreover, users can remove a selection from the three main steps:
list by pressing the delete key. a Description of the assembly geometry,

In addition, CIGALES allows recording the (Fig 4.

whole geometry of a simple or multi-cell a Cells regrouping for self-shielding
calculation. calculation, Pij calculation and

2.2.2 Density laws homogenised media definition, (Eig-5).
Criticality calculations need, as input data, the 0 Definition of reference cells used in the

atomic densities of fissile mixtures. Density lawS4) array, ig-6).
are used to calculate them in solution mixtures and
derive the water content, which rules the reactivity.
There are relationships between mixture density
and actinide concentration, acidity and temperature: TITREdt,*dRULTICELLUUE�

,o = f(C(X), H, T). CIGALES V3.0 provides these .... ............ ......................

atom densities. r -t-1. Q'.5r&

The main improvements added in the new
CIGALES version are the followings: ION

New nitrate density laws, �i .... ... ... .
S Y M E T R E , ...............................................I.............................. ...................... .... .............

• New oxide-nitrate density laws, t7 r y

Possibility to solve every mixture with the r r" C

volume addition law using the "solutds
g6ndralisds" (generalized aqueous ODEU&ATMN ... .. ........ ...........................

solution) density law, RESEW

Some changes in the water density and in
the HN03 density law which affect
slightly all the density laws, Fig 4 Multi-cell option front panel

0 Possibility to take into account other

moderators (CH2, plexiglas, etc..) in the The front-end panel (Fig 4) offers two
generalized aqueous solution density law. possibilities:

These innovations are underlined in Figure 3 0 Creation of a new assembly (symmetry
choice, dimension of the rods array ... ,
Access to the database through two
different options: either through the
qualified part of the base, which can not
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be removed and contains information panel, g_6. It allows users to define the geometry
on already calculated and qualified of the cell either square or rectangular and its
assemblies (particularly in terms of dimensions.
cells regrouping for self-shielding, PiJ a) The inner parts of the cell are concentric
calculation and homogenised media cylindrical zones. To model this, users have
definition) or through the personal part to give the radius, the number of points
of the base, which afford to users to where flux is calculated and the material of
store their own data. In addition, in this each zone.
panel, the main symmetry of the array is b) It's a homogenised cell and users have only
precised. to give the composition of the structure

media.

Once all of the reference cells have been defiried,
user comes back to the second panel, Fig 5, and can
launch the creation of the complex APOLL02 data
file (data are written in the Gibiane control
language using APROC CRISTAL library).

2.2.4 Link with CESAR and DARWIN codes
CESAR') and DARwrN') are depletion codes

that allow to compute isotopic concentrations on a
homogenised cell in relation to the bum up and the
radioactive decay.

ELL
Fig Cells regrouping panel

The second panel, Fig 5, concerns the geometry 8

and the regrouping of cells. On the one hand, users 4 q 0 6

can add or delete column and rows, precise the
symmetry of the cells situated on the edge of the
assembly and organizes the reference cells, on the
other hand, they define the most effective ell
regrouping for self-shielding calculation, for the PiJ

calculation and precise the number of homogenised Fig 7 Bum up credit panel in CIGALES V3
media provided by the APOLL02 calculation.

Results of APOLL02 calculation are
homogenised and self-shielded macroscopic To take into account the burn up credit') in an
cross-sections for the MORET4 computation code. assembly calculation, rods are axially sliced in
The different media (named MILIEU1, MILIEU2 different zones of bum up. CIGALES V3 allows to
and MILIEU3 in Fig 5) are then assigned to the read the concentrations from the output files of
different volumes of the 3D complex geometries either CESAR or DARWIN codes and to prepare
performed in the MORET4 Monte Carlo code. the corresponding APOLL02 calculations for the

CRISTAL VI package.

T e FIR 7 s ws the pane use to rea the
concentrations from a CESAR or DARWIN
calculation. In the first column, selected isotopes
are displayed depending on the user choice (radio

E.

rH71 buttons: 6 major Fission Products, 15 or more). A
set of corrective factors, applied to isotopic

-7- concentrations, is proposed to users who can
replace it by their own values. In relation to theiio;w�

Fig 6 Reference cell definition isotopes retained, a theoretical density of material is
proposed, however the user has to validate the

Each cell (fissile" or structure b media) is proposal. Then, in the right table, user chooses bum
described (creation or modification) through a third
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up value for each axial zone (number of zones is In the volume creation panel presented hereafter,
precised in the text field above). Fig 9 users give the position of the volume, the

number of the volume, which contains it, the
3. The EM text editor number of the chemistry and the kind of

interactions (topological operators) with other
3.1 Overview volumes (optional).

EJM is a new tool for the MORET4 Monte Carlo
code. EJM is available on all of environment
(Windows, Linux, Unix). The tool is written in

Wd6vililume.JAVA. It is a text editor which offers users the
possibility to display the construction of their
geometry at the same time as they write it. Its �Wum:e extkleur A Chim� 3

principal panel is cut into two parts: the left part is
used to write the modeling of the geometry and the Type� �80W n- I aJ Li
right one to visualize it by various cuts (in the three
directions) at various levels in real time, Fig 10.

3.2 Use
The text editor includes the usual functionalities:

• Undo/redo,
• Search/replace,
• Saving file,
• Keeping in memory the path of the last

saved files.
Specific functions dedicated to the geometry are
available:

• Keyword colorization (keywords can be
defined by users),

• Adding cuts in the visualisation panel. Fig 9 Volume creation panel in EM

Besides, from the toolbar, users can create new
types of volume, Fig 8, and new volumes, Fig 9 As it is shown on Fig 10, with a simple right-
The sentences corresponding to the new type and click of the mouse on a volume, a window appears
volume created are automatically written on the text with some information (number of the volume, type,
area. In the same way, each new volume is drawn in chemistry, position). In the same way, if you
each cut of the graphic area. double-left-click a colour-chooser panel appears,

.. .. ....... giving the possibility of changing the chemistry
colour, Ei I .

.............

M

iJ2hatdeur4c' 4"

Ajouter Annuler V

0
Fig 8 Type creation panel in EJM

In the type creation panel, Fig 8, users enter, Fig 10 EJM main panel
depending on the volume type desired, the values of

the main parameters (height, length, width for a box, Moreover, any change made in the text panel

radius for a sphere ... (modification of the chemistry number for a volume,
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suppression of a volume ... is reflected on the
graphic area.

E
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Fig 12 OPOSSUM main panel

In a second step, users have access to three tab
o i I i panels: the first one to visualize keff, Fig 13, the

4
second for the reaction rate, Fig 14, and the cross
section and the last one, which allow users to

Fig 11 Chemistry colorchooser display the position of the source in the geometry.

4. The OPOSSUM post-processing tool

4.1 Overview W., ''M
OPOSSUM (Eig 12) is a post-processing tool for

the MORET4 Monte Carlo code. OPOSSUM is
available on all of environment (Windows, Linux,
Unix) thanks to the use of JAVA. It allows users to
see the results of their MORET4 calculation Strip �V,

through graphs and curves and to compare several
calculations results.

Developments performed in MORET4 code
allow archiving Flux during the calculation (at each
batch, 3 different estimated flux value are stored for
each volume and energy group) in a compressed Fig 13 Keff panel
file. At the end of calculation, all compressed file
are placed with a XML file (which contains data From the keff panel, thanks to a table legend,
about the geometry' batches keff, source ratio per curves can be added or removed by checking or not
volume at each energy group, macroscopic cross- the right box. We visualize here 6 different
section for each media) in a tar file. estimators: only one point per estimator if data are

Thanks to the collection of this huge quantity of coming from an average calculation or a curve (as
data, OPOSSUM will be also a statistic tool for plotted in Fig_ 13) if all the data are considered (all
MORET4. the calculation batches are taken into account).

4.2 Use
Two modes of use are available in OPOSSUM:

starting from the whole data resulting from
calculation or performing the average of these data
towards an opost file. This choice is done in the
"File menu" opening a file or creating an opost
file. Moreover, an iterative stationarity test is done
to remove the transient of the calculation In fact
Monte Carlo criticality calculations are widely
biased by sources initialization and thus need a
transient suppression process. This automated
suppression of the initial transient has been

... ...... ..validated firstly on a plan of experiments of
theoretical k-effective series, and secondly on a set
of practical cases. Fig 14 Reaction rate panel
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In the reaction rate panel, various macroscopic Criticality Safety, ICNC' 2003, Tok;aff Mura,
reaction rates can be displayed: production, Japan, Oct. 20-24, 2003.

absorption, excess, total, for each media of the 5) M. Sansom, J.P. Grouiller, J. Pavageau P.
geometry. In the same way, macroscopic cross Marimbeau, J. Pinel and J.M. Vidal, "CESAR: a
section can be displayed. More, the same parameter Simplified Evolution Code for Reprocessing
can be visualized for different media. Applications," Proc. Int. Nuclear Conf On

In the last panel, the geometry is displayed as in Recycling, Conditioning and Disposal, RECOD
the panel graphic of EJM, Fig 10, and users can 98, Nice, France, Sept. 25-28,111, 986 1998).

visualize, by choosing the parameter on a table 6) "DARWIN: an Evolution Code System for a
(source or reaction rate), the proportion of this Large Range of Application" - J. Nucl. Sci.
parameter in each volume of the geometry at the Technol., Supplement 1, p845-849, March 2003.

beginning or the end of the calculation. 7) J. Raby and al., "Current studies related to the

The last functionality is the possibility given to use of Bum up Credit in France", Proc. Int.
users to compare different cases of MORET4 Conf. On Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'
calculations. In that case, the last panel (geometry 2003, TokaY Mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24, 2003

display) is not enabled. Besides, these comparisons 8) Y. Richet, 0. Jacquet and X. Bay, "Automated
are done only with the opost file, so with average Suppression of the Initial Transient in Monte
data. Carlo Calculations based on Stationarity

Detection using the Brownian Bridge Theory",
At least, a possibility is offered to create for a Proc. Int. Conf. On Nuclear Criticality Safety,

calculation its own output data file by selecting the ICNC' 2003, TokaY Mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24,
desired exits. 2003.

5. Conclusion

The new Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the
CRISTAL VI package offers a high level of
functionalities and flexibility to achieve data files
creation (through the CIGALES and EJM interface)
and to analyse and display the results (OPOSSUM).

This new generation of interface will prevent
users of making effors, such as syntax eor in the
input data files (CIGALES, EJM), will improve the
checking of the MORET4 calculation validation
and the analyse of the result (OPOSSUM). More, it
will allow users to exploit as well as possible the
high quantity of data contained in the listing and to
easily compare various calculations.
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